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Abstract
There is an ongoing debate over how to proceed in order to achieve effective mainstreaming of climate
change adaptation, at what level to act, on what topics to concentrate, and what type of initiative should
be prioritized. The paper addresses the specificity of Sub-Saharan cities with reference to the case study of
Dar es Salaam, which raises both concerns and hopes for the actual advantages of pursuing adaptation
through mainstreaming at the local level.
A variety of lines of reasoning converge on the importance of the local dimension in determining the
efficacy of adaptation mainstreaming in urban policy and planning. First, the “culture of planning” of a
particular place influences the possibility of practicing the mainstreaming approach. In the case of Dar es
Salaam, it seems appropriate to ask whether it makes sense to proceed with the mainstreaming of
adaptation within the context of urban plans that are usually in default of implementation. Nevertheless,
mainstreaming of adaptation seems more practical at the local level since conflicts between competing
priorities are more evident, and shared interests in avoiding socio-ecological crises are stronger among
actors who co-habit the same place. From this perspective, it is essential that the mainstreaming process
involves the population that most depends on natural resources and is therefore most likely to suffer from
climate change effects. Lastly, there is a concern in least developed countries that donors may use
adaptation mainstreaming to impose certain conditions, a concern which also applies to national
governments.
In conclusion, adopting the mainstreaming approach to adaptation to climate change in Sub-Saharan cities
is anything than a simple choice. However, in our opinion it remains an opportunity to reframe urban policy
in the promising new directions emerging in the sphere of the African urban thought.
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